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Churn in India’s internet economy
Instagram has new users from the older generation even as it retains young users, the latest round of the Yougov-Mint-CPR Millennial Survey shows

The data shows that older generations (pre-millennials) have started spending more time on social networking sites, whereas post-millennials continue to remain the major users of these platforms.
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People are now spending more
time watching videos online

Time spent on social media increased among
pre-millennials, and decreased among millennials

Number of hours spent on the following
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Responses of only those who indulge in the above activities included. Some time categories have been clubbed together for the purpose of calculations. Some percentages may not add up to 100 due to rounding oﬀ.
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Instagram's popularity rises as Facebook's
appeal declines, especially in tier 3 cities

Single people and those living away from
their partner spend more time online

% respondents who are 'active' on these social media websites

Number of hours spent on the following recreational activities in a week
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Watching videos online

Overall
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Married/Living with partner
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'Active' means the respondent spends at least half an hour everyday
browsing, sharing posts, or liking posts of others in her network.
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Responses of only those who indulge in the above activities included.
Some categories have been clubbed together for the purpose of calculations.

Chart 5

More men use the internet for news, whereas more women use it for entertainment and educational content
Reasons for which they primarily use the internet
Female
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Work-related information
Education-related information
Entertainment
News
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58
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Chart 6

Those with professional degrees rely more on news portals or newspapers and less on social media for news
Primary source of news and information about your city/country
Friends/Family

Internet/Social Media

Online news portals

TV (cable/online)

Newspapers/E-papers/
Newspaper websites

School (primary + secondary)
Vocational education and diploma
Undergraduate
Postgraduate
Professional degree (law, accountancy)
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40%
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'Internet/Social Media' includes WhatsApp/Telegram/Instagram forwards or Twitter/Facebook feeds. Examples of 'Online news portals' are Scroll, Swarajya, Firstpost, etc.
Surveys conducted in Jun-Jul 2018 and Oct-Nov 2020 covered 5,009 and 9,839 respondents, respectively.

Source: YouGov-Mint-CPR Millennial Survey (Oct-Nov 2020); YouGov-Mint Millennial Survey (Jun-Jul 2018)
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